Network readiness/optimization for Azure: 2-Hour assessment
Is your network ready and optimized for Azure? Colt’s two-hour free assessment of your
connectivity services, will help you prepare your network for an optimized cloud application
performance

Cloud services has become a significant part of enterprises’ IT strategy, driving host of
benefits including flexibility, performance, scalability and cost efficiency. However, Cloud
services is only as good as the quality of its network, and having the right connectivity
solution is the key to an optimized cloud application performance. Our Network readiness &
Optimization assessment for Azure and Office-365 will help you to pursue the right
connectivity strategy and network architecture, that balances cost and performance.
With years of hands-on experience in designing and delivering network services for
hundreds of different Cloud customers globally, our network solution professional can review
your network needs and recommend the best course of action for an optimized cloud
connectivity.
This assessment will give you an understanding, based on your existing applications
landscape such as Office 365, Microsoft Teams, SAP and other CRM/ERP solutions, of the
impact on the network/cloud infrastructure, in particular related to latency requirements.
Our assessment workshop includes the following
* Walk you through different Network strategies for Azure connectivity. Understand
your company’s physical locations and existing network infrastructure and ensure
that your business requirements are in line with the network requirements (such as
redundancy, latency, scalability, security)
* Understand, based on your existing applications landscape such as Office 365,
Microsoft Teams, SAP and other CRM/ERP solutions, the impact on the
network/cloud infrastructure.
* Offer you an unbiased validation and verification of your network requirements. We
make sure that all benefits, risks, and costs are all laid out and easy to understand,
with clear and concise recommendation
* How can Colt help tailor your solution to efficiently and securely connect to Microsoft
Cloud environment, by leveraging Colt’s Voice & Data product portfolio
At the end of the session, we will offer our assessment of your networking requirements, and
provide recommendation for an optimized Cloud connectivity strategy.
Delivery: Assessment is done remotely or on-site (depending on the location) and can be
delivered in local language.
Prerequisite: This assessment is for organization considering or already have Azure Cloud
services or Microsoft Office-365/Skype/Teams.
Who should attend? Every network infrastructure decision maker that needs a concise
overview of how to structure a network strategy for adopting Cloud services with service
provider connectivity products.

